Based on a one-dimensional double-well superlattice with a unit filling of ultracold atoms per site, we propose a scheme to generate scalable entangled states in the superlattice through resonant lattice shakings. Our scheme utilizes periodic lattice modulations to entangle two atoms in each unit cell with respect to their orbital degree of freedom, and the complete atomic system in the superlattice becomes a cluster of bipartite entangled atom pairs. To demonstrate this we perform ab initio quantum dynamical simulations using the Multi-Layer Multi-Configuration Time-Dependent Hartree Method for Bosons, which accounts for all correlations among the atoms.
Introduction.-Ultracold atoms in optical lattices, that benefit from their almost perfect decoupling from the environment and their excellent tunability [1, 2] , have become a promising platform for realizing quantum entanglement with related applications, such as quantum metrology [3] , and quantum computation [4, 5] . There have been various protocols for quantum computing with ultracold atoms, among which the measurement-based quantum computation (MBQC) [6] is particularly suitable for lattice atoms. MBQC is incorporated with two elementary steps, including the preparation of scalable multiparticle entangled states [7, 8] and operations of local quantum gates on the entangled states. Various generation schemes have been proposed or even experimentally realized for multiparticle entangled states, such as those based on controlled collisions [4, 9, 10] and super-exchange interactions [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , among which the entanglement is mainly encoded into the internal degrees of freedom (DoF) of the atoms. There is now also a growing interest to use the orbital DoF [17] of lattice atoms for quantum computations, which possesses advantages such as insensitivity to external magnetic fluctuations and high controllability by lattice modulations.
Various quantum gate operations have been proposed for the orbital DoF [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , and it demands an efficient scheme to generate scalable multiparticle entangled states with respect to the orbital DoF, to accomplish a complete MBQC.
The orbital DoF has a relatively short coherence time, mainly due to the spontaneous decay of higher orbitals, and schemes involving second-order hoppings become unsuitable for generating entanglement with respect to the orbital DoF. Recently, lattice shaking has become a powerful tool to manipulate ultracold atoms in optical lattices [23] [24] [25] [26] , and it offers a direct access to the orbital DoF. Site-resolved lattice shakings have already been used to design local quantum gates operating on the orbital DoF [21] . In this work, we propose a lattice shaking scheme, which can efficiently generate scalable lattice entanglement encoded into the orbital DoF with a single operation. The generated entangled states can be directly applied for MBQC, which makes the lattice shaking scheme an elementary ingredient for MBQC with quantum information encoded in the orbital DoF.
Setup and preparation scheme.-We consider a one-dimensional (1D) double-well superlattice loaded with contact interacting bosons, with a unit filling per site, i.e. two bosons per unit cell. The Hamiltonian of the system is written as:
which describes 2N atoms of mass M confined in a 1D double-well superlattice of N unit cells, and the superlattice is given by V sl (x) = V 0 (sin 2 (kx/2) + 2 cos 2 (kx)), which can be formed by two pairs of counter-propagating laser beams of wave vectors k/2 and k, respectively. In this work we consider a deep superlattice with V 0 = 10 E R , where
is the recoil energy, and each site possesses at least two well-defined single-particle states, named as the s-and the p-orbital, respectively.
Employing a corresponding interaction strength, the ground state of the system is a Mottlike state, in which each atom occupies a separate site, residing in the lowest orbital, i.e. the s-orbital of the site. This ground state can be described as:
where |α, β i denotes that two atoms occupy the i-th unit cell of the superlattice, one in the α-orbital of the left site, and the other in the β-orbital of the right site of the cell. The targeted entangled states are chosen as:
Both |+ and |− correspond to an entangled state, of which the two atoms in the same unit cell become entangled with respect to their orbital DoF, with only one atom in the cell occupying the p-orbital and the other remaining in the s-orbital. Residing in states |± , the whole system becomes a cluster of bipartite entangled pairs in each unit cell. To a good approximation, |± are degenerate eigenstates of H 0 , and this ensures that the system can stay stable in the entangled state after the generation scheme, which will be of benefit to further operations on the entangled states, such as the quantum gate operations.
Starting from the initial state |G , we propose a resonant shaking scheme to transfer the system to the targeted entangled states |+ or |− , and the resonant shaking refers to a periodic modulation of the superlattice potential with the frequency matching the energy difference between |G and |± . A prerequisite for the scheme is that the resonant shaking must be able to selectively excite one of the degenerate eigenstates |± . Otherwise, if both states are simultaneously excited, the entanglement would be diminished or even completely destroyed. Two shaking potentials can realize the required selective excitation, which are
V +(−) can selectively excite the system from |G to |+ (|− ). The product of step functions θ(t)θ(τ ± − t) indicates that the shaking is instantaneously turned on and off at time t = 0 and t = τ ± . τ ± can be chosen as the time when the shaking transfers the system to the targeted entangled state most completely. Related shakings have been experimentally applied to realize controllable tunneling and coupling in optical lattices [27, 28] . The underlying mechanism of the selective excitation is a special two-body parity defined by a local transformation applied to the pair of atoms in each unit cell. More specifically, let's focus on a single unit cell, and consider the transformation ofT : To demonstrate the validity of the resonant shaking scheme, we perform ab initio numerical simulations of the dynamical process of shaking. The method applied here is the MultiLayer Multi-Configuration Time-Dependent Hartree method for Mixtures (ML-MCTDHX) [29] [30] [31] . This method is developed from MCTDH [32, 33] , and works equivalently to MCT-DHB [34] [35] [36] , when handling a single-species system of indistinguishable bosons. It accounts for all correlations among the bosons and can intrinsically take into account the exact geometry of the 1D superlattice and the parity of the shaking potentials, which turns out to be essential for the generation scheme in this work. The atoms in the superlattice are taken as a closed system, and effects due to finite but sufficiently low temperature and/or spontaneous emission are ignored, which, however, we believe will not affect the main results of this work.
Validity and Accuracy.-We will now present evidence for the validity and accuracy of the lattice shaking scheme with V ± by performing ab initio fully correlated simulations via ML-MCTDHX [29] [30] [31] . We hereby mainly focus on two aspects of the scheme: (i) Within a unit cell the lattice shaking can indeed transfer the initial state to the targeted entangled state; (ii) inter-cell interactions of neighboring cells will not affect the intra-cell entanglement.
The simulations are performed on a homogeneous double-well superlattice containing two unit cells, where the intra-and inter-cell aspects concerning the validity of our scheme can
A unit cell and (c), respectively, where it can be seen that V − provides a shaking of the inter-site barriers, whereas V + provides a temporal modulation of the energy offset between the left and right sites in a cell.
be simultaneously addressed. Periodic boundary conditions are used, which however do not affect the main results discussed here. To characterize the outcome of the shaking process, two quantities are analyzed: The fidelity of the targeted entangled states f ± (t) = | ±|Ψ(t) | 2 [37] , and the two-body correlation function g (2) (x 1 , x 2 ) = ρ 2 (x 1 , x 2 )/(ρ 1 (x 1 )ρ 1 (x 2 )) − 1, with ρ 2 (x 1 , x 2 ) and ρ 1 (x i ) (i = 1, 2) denoting the two-body and one-body densities, respectively.
The fidelity gives full access to the time evolution of the entangled states during the shaking process, and the two-body correlation is used to analyze the generated entangled states. The shaking is applied to the lattice for a finite time period, and is turned off when the fidelity of the targeted entangled states reaches maximum. In figure 2(a) , during the shaking with V + , the fidelity of |+ monotonically increases, reaching a maximum value around 95.4%, which corresponds to a fidelity of 97.7% in each unit cell. When the shaking is turned off, the fidelity remains relatively stable, with a decay of 0.8% over a time of 100 /E R . The temporal evolution of the fidelity indicates that the lattice shaking scheme with V + can indeed excite the two atoms in a unit cell to the targeted entangled state |+ , and maintain the system stable in the entangled state after shaking, facilitating the proceeding operations on the entangled states, such as quantum gate operations. The two-body correlation function provides a further indicator of the generation of the entangled states. At the starting time ( Fig. 2(a1) ), the system resides in |G , and there is no nontrivial correlation but the antibunching of the atoms in the diagonal blocks indicating the Mott-insulator like initial state due to the repulsive contact interaction. At a later time when the shaking has been turned off, the two atoms in the same unit cell get entangled, documented by the wings appearing in the intra-cell correlation blocks. Meanwhile, the inter-cell correlation remains almost zero in the complete dynamical process, indicating that the inter-cell influence is vanishingly small on the intra-cell entanglement generation. Similarly, figure 2(b) shows the fidelity and the two-body correlations as a function of time under the lattice shaking of V − . A maximum fidelity f − (t) of 94.0% is reached, corresponding to a fidelity of 97% in each unit cell, which decays by roughly 0.03% within 70 /E R after the shaking has been turned off.
In the two-body correlations, the expected wings in the intra-cell correlation blocks and the vanishing inter-cell correlation are present. In total, the fidelities and the two-body correlations confirm the validity of the controllable entanglement generation scheme with a lattice shaking of V ± .
To realize a scalable cluster of bipartite entangled pairs in a superlattice with more unit cells, a prerequisite is the homogeneity of the lattice. In experiments, the overall harmonic confinement would lead to an inhomogeneous lattice and vary the resonant shaking frequency between unit cells. However, techniques to compensate for these confinement effects have been developed [38, 39] , which can be used to restore the homogeneity of the superlattice and ensure the scalability of the lattice shaking scheme.
Efficiency.-Two main characteristics of the efficiency of the entanglement generation are the maximum fidelity of the targeted state and the preparation time to reach the maximum fidelity. In this section we investigate the dependence of these two characteristics on the system parameters. Ab initio simulations (see previous section) confirm that the inter-cell shown that for a stronger shaking amplitude, the maximum fidelity decreases more slowly with respect to the frequency detuning. In use of the shaking scheme, it is necessary to find a balance between the required maximum fidelity and preparation time, in order to optimize the shaking amplitude accordingly. [40] with V 0 = 10 E R , the lattice shaking can generate desired entangled states of fidelity > 97% with a preparation time less than 100 µs. The fidelity can be further improved by increasing the lattice height and optimizing the shaking profile [41] , which will suppress the co-excitation of |sp ± and |ss ± , as well as |p, p , respectively. The generated entangled states |± are a direct analogue to the resilient entangled state proposed in Ref [14] , with replacing the spin DoF by the orbital DoF. Quantum gate operations for MBQC proposed in [14] can be directly transfered to our proposed states |± . Moreover, several quantum gates have also been particularly designed for qubits encoded into the orbital DoF [18] [19] [20] [21] , and they are also readily applied to |± , which guarantees |± as a promising resource for MBQC. The lattice shaking scheme then contributes an essential ingredient to the MBQC based on the orbital DoF. The lattice shaking scheme could also be applied to two-dimensional optical superlattices, where a true cluster state of maximum entanglement can be generated through resonant drivings.
The orbital DoF also permits flexible manipulation and detection manners. For instance, direct lattice shaking can flip the orbitals, resembling the spin flipping through Raman pulses. Although a direct detection of the orbital state is difficult, the orbital state can be mapped to internal DoF or site occupations, of which well developed techniques are ready for use. For instance, using spin-dependent superlattices can realize site-and orbital-resolved spin flipping [40] and map the orbital DoF to the internal DoF. Alternatively, one can map the s-and p-orbitals of one site to the d-and f-orbitals of the other site, and a subsequent band mapping [42] [43] [44] will count the particle numbers in different orbitals of the two sites.
These rich manipulation and detection schemes allow broader uses of the proposed entangled states besides the MBQC, such as in the test of Bell's inequality [16] . 
